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INVESTITURE CEREMONY 2018-19
“Leaders are the role models who inspire the followers and motivate
them to reach the pinnacle of the success.”
Investiture ceremony of Bhartiyam International School took place on Aug 22,
2018. The Investiture ceremony signifies the reliance and confidence that the
school consigns in the newly invested office bearers. Donning the mantle of
accountability, they also pledge to bestow their duties to the best of their abilities. It
was a day filled with pride and gratification for the students for being elected at
different posts by the school council. It is an event which turns out to be one of the
golden moments of student life and hence was marked special with the presence of
the directors of the school, Mr. Bharat Goel and Mr. Gurjeet Singh Kamra. It was a
moment of pride for the newly elected students when their uniform was adorned
with badges and sashes presented by the dignitaries of the school. BIS witnessed
their glory and they were appreciated by the whole BIS family. Somesh Pandey was
elected as the head boy and the title of head girl was won by Almas Khan. This was
a moment of pride for them as becoming the head boy/girl of the school is almost
every student’s dream. further in this series Editorial board will be looked after by
Yashita Bhushan to be assisted by Shivani Singh as the deputy head and Anshika
Jindal and Uttkarsha Joshi as the prefects of the editorial board.
Moving further, Hurnoor kaur was elected as the head of cultural board. Nikhil
Singh as the deputy head and Siddak Kaur and Rhythm Gumber as the prefects.
Jigarjeet Singh was elected as the Sports captain with Saumya Soniyal as the
Deputy Sports captain. Nandini Khanna and Pragya Yadav were elected as the
prefects of sports.
Moving further to the appointees of the houses, Arshdeep kaur elected as the House
captain of Astro Arya followed by Aditi Gupta, vice house captain and Shubhpreet
Kaur and Nimrat kaur as the prefects of Astro Arya.
Coming to the carmine Vincians, Ajayveer Singh Sandhu aws elected as the house
captain, Nisha Verma as the Vice house captain, Muskan Singh and Saumya Soniyal
as the prefects.
Columbian Adventurers celebrated the selection of Anjika Ratchel as the house
captain, Luv Kataria as the vice captain and Anmol Kamra and Arpita Singh as the
prefects.
Jashanpreet Kaur was elected as the house captain of Mighty Marx with Riya
Choudhary as the vice captain. Raunak Batla and Japleen Kaur were elected as the
prefects of the house.
Finally the ceremony was completed with oath ceremony given to the appointees by
the director, Mr. Bharat Goel.
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